
NEW LISTING

REF. VALR14943

€2,900 pcm. Penthouse - For rent - New listing
Fabulous duplex penthouse to rent furnished in La Seu, Valencia
Spain »  Valencia »  Valencia City »  La Seu »  46003

3
Bedrooms  

3
Bathrooms  

163m²
Floorplan  

45m²
Terrace

+34 960 077 790 valencia@lucasfox.com lucasfox.com Calle Hernán Cortés 28, Valencia, Spain
Contact us today for more information or to arrange a viewing

https://www.lucasfox.com
mailto:valencia@lucasfox.com
https://www.lucasfox.com


OVERVIEW

Furnished duplex penthouse with 2 terraces for rent in a
stately building on a pedestrian street, in Valencia's
Ciutat Vella.

Modern duplex penthouse located in modernist style building, completely renovated
in 2007. The property is in an unbeatable location in the Ciutat Vella of Valencia, a few
meters from the river and the Torres de Serranos.

The penthouse is accessed through the upper floor, where there is a welcoming
living-dining room with a fireplace and access to the 20 m² terrace on the façade. On
the other side is the kitchen-diner, which leads onto the beautiful rear terrace. A
guest toilet completes this floor.

On the lower floor we find the sleeping quarters, composed of 3 bedrooms and a
complete bathroom. One of the bedrooms has a dressing room and a private
bathroom.

The penthouse is rented furnished, with high ceilings and exposed wooden beams.
Contact us to visit this magnificent home.

lucasfox.com/go/valr14943

Terrace, Lift, Period Building, Natural light,
High ceilings, Views, Transport nearby,
Exterior, Double glazing, Built-in wardrobes,
Balcony, Air conditioning

Minimum Rental Period: 12 Months.

Available from 1 Jul 2023
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Important Information relating to properties offered by Lucas Fox. Any property particulars are not an offer or contract, nor part of one. You should not rely on statements by
Lucas Fox in the particulars or by word of mouth or in writing as being factually accurate about the property, its condition or its value. Neither Lucas Fox nor any associated
agent has any authority to make any representations about the property, and accordingly any information given is entirely without responsibility on the part of the agents,
seller(s) or lessor(s). Prior the signature of any document concerning the property we recommend that all purchasers consult an independent lawyer and if necessary carry out
a survey of the property to ascertain condition / measurements. Areas, measurements and distances given are approximate only and should be checked by the purchaser.
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